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A Difficulty in Williams' Algorithm 
for Interpolating Rationals 

By Charles B. Dunham 

Abstract. J. Williams has developed a theory and an algorithm for best Chebyshev 

approximation of decay-type functions by an oscillation factor times a negative power 

of a linear form (in particular a polynomial). It is shown that the levelling equations 

of the algorithm may not have an admissible solution. 

The problem of Williams is as follows. Let a > 0 and C[O, a] be the space of 
continuous functions on [0, a]. For h C C[O, a], define 

llhll = max{lh(x)l: 0 S x < a}. 

Let B E C[O, a] and g be a positive element of C[O, a]. Let {k1,..., bJ be a Cheby- 
shev set on [0, a] and define 

n 

L(A,x)- E ak Ok(X). 
*=1 

Let p > 0. The problem of Williams is to find a coefficient vector A* to minimize 

IB(g - [L(A, .)]-P)JI over {A: L(A, *) > O}. 

Williams gives an algorithm, which involves solution of the system of error-level- 
ling equations 

(1) IB(xi)I(g(x1) - [L(A, xi)]-P) = (- 1), i= 1,...,n + 1. 

Williams claims that a solution exists if B(x,) #: 0 for i = 1, . . ., n + 1. It is shown 
below that this solution may not be admissible. 

THEOREM. Let L(C, *) change sign on [0, a] and be positive on a subinterval I 
on which B is nonzero. Let x1,..., x,+1 be distinct points in I. There exists g > 0 

such that (C, 0) is a solution to (1) and no pole-free solution exists. 
Proof. Choose g such that g(xi) = [L(C, xi)] -P, then (C, 0) is a solution to (1). 

Suppose (A, X) is another solution with L(A, ) > 0. Then 

IB(x,)I([L(C, xi)] -P - [L(A, xi)] -P) = (- 1)1X, i = 0,..., n + 1. 

As we are assuming that L(A, * ), L(C, * ) are positive on I, and B is of constant sign on 
I, this implies that L(A, * ) - L(C, * ) alternates in sign on {x1, . . ., Xn+ 1} and, hence, 
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has n zeros on I, contradicting the Chebyshev set hypothesis on the basis. 

It seems that the best that can be proven is that Williams' algorithm converges if 
the starting points are sufficiently close (as in [1]). The approach of [1 ] can be used 
to prove this. 

In running Williams' algorithm for approximation of exp(- x) on [0, 10] with 
p = 1, B = 1, the author did encounter approximations with poles. The poles disappeared 
on iteration, but this may not occur in general. 
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